WELCOME TO CLARK DINING SERVICES

WE HAVE BEEN PLANNING AND ANXIOUSLY AWAITING YOUR RETURN.

Our main priority has been to reopen with a focus on the safety of our customers and staff. With this in mind you will notice the following changes in accordance with Massachusetts reopening guidelines within our dining operations starting August 22, 2020.

1. Staff is wearing masks
2. Markers and decals outline where to travel to maintain social distancing
3. One way directional paths
4. Seating has been reduced and new locations added for seating
5. All items packaged for take out in disposable containers/packaging
6. Beverages served or individual beverage take out can/bottle options available
7. Swap options added to Jazzmans and Den
8. Plex shields installed at stations and at cashier stands
9. Increased cleaning throughout the day including the addition of our new designated Clean Teams
10. Order ahead in the Bistro on our Bite App
11. Hand sanitizers available for your use
12. Increased staff training on all important changes related to a safe reopening
13. Touchless ID readers. No need to present your card to the cashier
14. Strict health protocol followed and detailed self health monitoring for our staff prior to working
15. New to go pick area in the upper Bistro

Higgins Cafe, our main dining hall, will continue the following stations:
• Simple Servings (our allergen-safe dining option)
• Rustic Roots (our vegan dining option)
• Salad Station (now made to order by a salad bar attendant)
• Kosher Station
• Pizza Station

Limited/reduced seating will be available in Higgins and Bistro. Additional seating can be found in Tilton and the Wetzel Terrace.

Higgins Café will open only for those on a mean plan. Commuters and grad students may purchase 10 meals at a time here: commerce.cashnet.com/Meals